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Abstract—Recently, mashups are gaining tremendous popu-
larity as an important Web 2.0 application. Mashups provide
end-users with an opportunity to create personalized Web
services which aggregate and manipulate data from multiple
diverse sources distributed across the Web. However, this
increase in personalization also results in new scalability
and performance challenges. Surprisingly, there are very few
studies on the performance aspect of mashups. In this paper,
we propose two novel techniques to enhance the scalability
and performance of mashup platforms. The first is an efficient
mashup merging scheme that avoids duplicate computations
and unnecessary data retrievals by detecting common operator
sequences in different mashups and executing them together.
Second, we propose a canonical form-based mashup reorder-
ing scheme that not only transforms individual mashups to
their most efficient forms but also increases the effectiveness
of mashup merging. This paper also reports a number of
experiments studying the benefits and costs of the proposed
techniques.
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I. INTRODUCTION

Recently, Web 2.0 applications have garnered tremendous

popularity. These applications provide end-users a set of

powerful tools to query, retrieve and filter Web information

according to their specific needs, thereby enabling person-

alized Web experience. Mashup [1] is one such Web 2.0

technology. Mashups can be thought of as personalized Web

services which are designed and developed by end-users.

Mashups essentially fetch data from several Web sources,

which would then be aggregated, processed, and refined

according to the needs of the end-users. Several mashup

platforms are available including Yahoo pipes [2], and Intel

MashMaker [3]. Mashups, while providing enhanced per-

sonalization, also pose distinct scalability and performance

challenges. First, since mashups are designed by end-users,

a mashup platform may have to potentially host very large

number of mashups. Second, mashups fetch data from

large numbers of diverse data sources distributed across

the Internet. These data sources vary widely with respect

to the characteristics of their data - while some data from

some sources changes very frequently others may remain

unchanged for considerable durations. Furthermore, the data

sources exhibit significant heterogeneity with respect to their

popularity, performance and reliability. Fourth, mashups are

designed by non-technical end-users who are likely not

aware of the efficiency and performance implications of

their design. Hence, it is unrealistic to expect mashups

to be optimized from a performance stand-point. Due to

these unique aspects, the performance enhancement schemes

used in traditional Web applications become ineffective

for mashups. Surprisingly, these efficiency and scalability

issues of mashups have received very little attention from

the research community. None, to our best knowledge, has

comprehensively studied the performance aspects of mashup

platforms nor has anyone systematically addressed the above

challenges.

A. Contributions

Towards addressing these issues, this paper presents the

design and evaluation of AMMORE - an Automative Mashup

Merging and Operator REordering platform. In designing

AMMORE, we explicitly consider the fact that mashups may

have been developed by multiple end-users with varying

levels of technical expertise. In order to overcome this chal-

lenge, AMMORE analyzes each mashup from a performance

stand-point and transforms it to achieve high scalability and

low execution overhead. Specifically, AMMORE incorpo-

rates the following unique features.

• With the objective of avoiding wasteful repetitive com-

putations, AMMORE efficiently detects common com-

ponents (operator sequences) from different mashups,

executes them only once and uses the results in final

computations of various mashups.

• AMMORE converts each mashup into its most efficient

form by re-ordering the operators such that the opera-

tors that reduce data are executed early-on. Converting

mashups into a pre-specified form also improves the

effectiveness of common component detection.

We have developed a real AMMORE prototype. This paper

reports a detailed experimental evaluation studying the costs

and benefits of the proposed techniques.
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Figure 1. System Architecture showing AMMORE components and
mashup platform

B. Motivation

A mashup platform has to execute mashups repeatedly.

This places a huge burden on mashup platforms. One

optimization that can enhance mashup execution is to de-

tect common components across mashups. We represent

mashups trees as strings, which means that common compo-

nents across mashups appear as common subtrees with com-

mon substrings in mashup representation. When mashups are

executed without common component detection, the mashup

platform executes every occurrence of common components

which is clearly unnecessary. If common component de-

tection (CCD) is used, some mashups can be merged with

other mashups and that minimizes the number of operators

a mashup platform has to execute. For example, consider

having two identical mashups, the two mashups fetch data

from sports.yahoo.com then filter data based on topic equals

Tennis. Four operators exist in these two mashups. Now,

if common component detection (CCD) is used, these two

mashups will be merged into one mashup resulting in only

two operators. As we can see, the advantages of common

component detection (CCD) are two fold. First, the number

of components needed to represent mashups in the system is

minimized which saves memory space. Second, redundant

execution for mashup components is avoided which in turn

minimizes delay of mashup execution.

A mashup execution depends on the order of operators form-

ing that mashup. Consider two mashups, the first mashup

fetches data from sports.yahoo.com then performs a filter

operation followed by a sort operation. The second mashup

is exactly the same as the first one except that the sort

operator precedes the filter operator. The two mashups are

equivalent because they generate the same output. If order of

execution of operators is not considered here, then these two

mashups would be treated as two different mashups. Another

example of the importance of operators ordering is related to

order of siblings in mashup trees. Sibling nodes in mashups

can be found in only one case which is the case of having a

union operator where siblings are the two inputs of the union

operator. Consider two mashups, the first mashup fetches

data from sports.yahoo.com and then combines it with

data fetched from news.google.com. The second mashup

performs the same operation but in reverse order, that is

fetching data from news.google.com then combining it with

data fetched from sports.yahoo.com. These two mashups

can exist because end-users do not follow any specific rules

when designing mashups. Although these two mashups look

different, they are equivalent. Therefore, the order of siblings

for union operators has to be taken into account in order to

detect equivalent mashups sequences.

C. Background and Architecture

A mashup takes a form of tree structure, such that mashup

execution starts at leaf level by the fetch operators which

fetch data from several sources over the Web. Mashup

execution ends at the root level by the dispatch operator

which sends result to the end-user. Several operators in

between the root level and the leaf level exist which process

data and refine it based on end-user needs, such as filter

and sort operators. Each component in a mashup has a

string representation that defines the component and it is

constructed by concatenating the representation of compo-

nent’s attributes. For example, consider a filter operator

that filters data coming from sports.yahoo.com such that

topic equals Tennis. The representation of this operator is

15|10|07|30|Tennis where 15 is ID of the filter operator,

10 is the ID of the data source sports.yahoo.com, 07 is

the ID of the attribute topic, 30 is the ID of the operation

equals, and Tennis is the value on which topic values are

filtered. Similar representations are used for the operators

employed in our system, namely, fetch, union, filter, sort,

unique, subelement, tail, truncate, count, and reverse.

A mashup is represented by concatenating the rep-

resentation of each of its components. For example,

10#15|10|07|30|Tennis#17|05 is the representation of a

mashup consisting of 3 components, the mashup starts by the

component 10 which fetches data from sports.yahoo.com.

That operator is followed by 15|10|07|30|Tennis which

represents the previously explained filter operator. After

that, the mashup concludes by the component 17|05 which

corresponds to a truncate operator that keeps the first 5

elements of the data and eliminates the rest.

Figure 1 shows the components of AMMORE which is co-

located with mashup platform in the mashup server. The Fig-

ure illustrates how our system interacts with the mashup plat-

form. End-users typically design mashups using a mashup

editor. Those mashups in addition to existing mashups are

inputs for AMMORE. These inputs are taken by AMMORE to

apply operators reordering on them. After that, the reordered

mashups are fed to our common component detector which

utilizes a mashup components index to detect common

components across mashups. After common components are
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Figure 2. A Mashup example and how it is stored in components index

detected, they are taken as an input for our mashup merger

where common components are merged. Following mashup

merging, the mashup platform executes merged mashups

by coordinating with AMMORE. The mashup platform and

AMMORE exchange housekeeping information to monitor

and maintain system performance.

II. COMMON COMPONENT DETECTION

As explained in Section I-C, mashup operators are repre-

sented as strings. As a result, mashup trees are represented

as strings which also means that mashup subtrees are repre-

sented as strings as well. Detecting common components is

equivalent to detecting subtrees in mashups. We are looking

to find the longest common operator sequences, because this

causes mashup tree representation to be more compact and

saves unnecessary computation when executing mashups.

Since operator sequences are represented as strings, then our

problem is to find the longest common substring in mashups

string representations. The following subsection introduces

index structure that helps to make common component de-

tection more efficient process. The subsection following that

formalizes the common component detection problem. The

last subsection proposes our common component detection

technique.

A. Mashup Components Index

Detecting common components across mashups requires

performing operator matching over mashup sets in the

system which is an expensive process. In order to make the

process efficient, we use a B+ tree index to index mashup

components. The index keys are component’s string repre-

sentation. The index keys at the leaf level point to mashup

components. Notice that each key in the index reflects its

corresponding component and the components that precede

it. This is important because we need to maintain the order

of mashup components. Figure 2 shows a mashup example

and its components stored in the index.

B. Mashup Common Component Definitions

Based on the previous challenges listed in Section I-B,

we describe the following definitions to make common

component detection problem for mashups more concrete.

In order to detect common components across mashups, we

need to define the term COMMON for two mashups.

Mashup platform has a set of mashups {Mp0, Mp1,
. . . , MpN−1}. Each mashup Mpl tree consists of set of

nodes {ndl
0, ndl

1, . . . , ndl
Q−1}. Each node corresponds to

a specific operator. Two nodes nd0
x and nd1

y are COMMON
across mashups Mp0 and Mp1 if and only if:

- Condition1: Mashup Mp0 contains node nd0
x and mashup

Mp1 contains node nd1
y .

- Condition2: Node nd0
x has attribute list AtList − nd0

x

= {At
nd0

x
0 ,At

nd0
x

1 , . . . , At
nd0

x

J−1}. Node nd1
y has attribute list

AtList−nd1
y = {At

nd1
y

0 ,At
nd1

y

1 , . . . , At
nd1

y

J−1}, such that At
nd0

x
0

= At
nd1

y

0 , At
nd0

x
1 = At

nd1
y

1 , . . . , At
nd0

x

J−1 = At
nd1

y

J−1.

- Condition3: The input for node nd0
x is data sources list

DsList − nd0
x = {Ds

nd0
x

0 , Ds
nd0

x
1 , . . . , Ds

nd0
x

K−1} and the

input for node nd1
y is data sources list DsList − nd1

y =

{Ds
nd1

y

0 , Ds
nd1

y

1 , . . . , Ds
nd1

y

K−1} such that Ds
nd0

x
0 = Ds

nd1
y

0 ,

Ds
nd0

x
1 = Ds

nd1
y

1 , . . . , Ds
nd0

x

K−1 = Ds
nd1

y

K−1.

Condition1 and condition2 guarantee that mashups Mp0

and Mp1 contain the same node while condition 3

makes sure that nodes nd0
x and nd1

y have the same

data sources as input. A list of consecutive nodes in

mashup Mp0 CoList − Mp0={nd0
f , nd0

f+1, . . . , nd0
H−1}

and a list of consecutive nodes in mashup Mp1 CoList −
Mp1={nd1

z, nd1
z+1, . . . , nd1

R−1} are considered common if

and only if: - Condition4: nd0
f COMMON nd1

z , nd0
f+1

COMMON nd1
z+1, . . . , nd0

H−1 COMMON nd1
R−1.

- Condition5: nodes forming CoList − Mp0 appear in the

same order as nodes forming CoList − Mp1.

C. Common Component Detection Technique (CCD)

This section describes our technique for detecting com-

mon components. The technique is targeted towards finding

the longest common components sequences across mashups.

The longer the sequence, the more components are con-

sidered as common across mashups which leads to more

savings. To the best of our knowledge, subtree matching

algorithms focus on matching subtrees of a pair (or a small

set) of trees. However, they do not consider situations where

a system would contain large numbers of trees and subtrees.

This raises significant efficiency and scalability issues. Our

system consists of potentially large number of mashups

because of the personalization property of Web 2.0.

Therefore, we needed an algorithm that efficiently indexes

mashups and utilizes the index for scalable subtree matching.

The input for our algorithm is a set of mashups MpSet =
{Mp0,Mp1, . . . , MpN−1} and the output is a structure of

merged mashup trees. This structure reflects mashups taking
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Figure 3. Two mashups and the result of merging them

into consideration common components. Figure 3 is an ex-

ample of two mashups and the resulting structure of merging

them. Each mashup consists of a set of branches such that

each branch Bri starts with a single fetch operator and ends

with the single dispatch operator. Figure 4 shows a flowchart

describing the common component detection process. The

algorithm starts by iterating through all mashups in the

system. For every mashup, we start at the beginning of each

branch of the mashup. In other words, we start at the fetch

operator in every branch of the mashup tree, if the operator’s

representation exists in the mashup index, then we move to

the next operator (its parent) to check its existence in the

mashup index, we keep going for the next operator, because

we are looking for the longest sequence of operators shared

across mashups. If the operator’s representation does not

exist in the mashup index, this means that all subsequent

operators in the same branch also do not exist in the

index because as explained in section I-C each operator’s

representation includes the representation of its children.

As a result, the operator and all subsequent operators in

the mashup are added to the mashup index. If no further

operators are left in the current mashup branch, then we

move to the next mashup branch and when all operators

within all branches of a single mashup are visited, then we

move to the next mashup. The algorithm stops after iterating

over all mashups in mashup set MpSet.
The common component detection process is efficient be-

cause each mashup is merged with existing mashups as the

mashup is requested by end-user. For the sake of generality,

we described the input of the algorithm as a set of mashups

to be merged together. However, mashups are merged on the

fly as they are requested by end-users.

To analyze the complexity of our algorithm, consider the

case where a new mashup enters the system and the number

of operators in the mashup tree is m. We need to traverse

all operators in the mashup tree to find out if they exist in

our mashup index. In the worst case, none of the mashup

operators exist in the system. Traversing the mashup tree is

of order O(m). Now, in each traversed operator, we search

the B+ tree index once for that operator, searching B+ tree

complexity is O(t ∗ logtn), where t is the degree of the B+

Figure 4. Common Component Detection Description

tree and n is the number of keys in the B+ tree. As a result,

the whole algorithm complexity is O(m ∗ t ∗ logtn) which

is of a quadratic complexity.

III. OPERATOR REORDERING

The objectives of reordering are two fold; (1) Standardize

the internal representation of mashups; two mashups that op-

erate on the same data sources, use same set of operators and

yield same end-results have identical representations. This

improves the effectiveness of common component detection

because it increases the probability of detecting common

components; (2) Transform the mashup into a form that is

more efficient from performance standpoint. For example,

executing a filter operation before a sort operation is more

efficient than the reverse order of execution.

A. Commutable Operators

One approach for standardizing mashup representation is

to restrict a specific order on mashup operators such that

the semantics of the mashup does not change. This can be

achieved by detecting operators that can be interchanged

without modifying mashup end-result; these operators are

called commutable operators. The following operators are

considered to be commutable

• Sort, filter, reverse, and unique are commutable

• Sub-element and sort are commutable; only when both

operate on same attribute
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Figure 5. A mashup and its conversion to canonical form

• Sub-element and filter are commutable only when both

operate on same attribute

• Sub-element and reverse are commutable

Based on the previous lists of commutable operators, a

special order of commutable operators can be set which is

described in the next subsection.

B. Canonical Form

Our canonical form defines a set of rules that we apply

on mashups to make their design more standard. These rules

are analogous to optimizing relational algebra expression

trees. Our canonical form has the following rules. In these

rules x → y means that operator x precedes operator y:

1. Filter → Union

2. Filter → Sort → Reverse → Unique

3. Sub-element → Sort

4. Filter → Sub-element

5. Sub-element → Reverse

6. In any union operator, data sources appear in their

lexicographical order.

If a union operator merges contents of data

sources sports.yahoo.com and news.google.com,

then news.google.com should appear to the left of

sports.yahoo.com after enforcing the canonical form. The

reason for making filter operators appear first in the previous

rules is that a filter operator usually refines the data it

receives as an input and the resulting output would usually

be less in size than the input, this makes the operators that

follow the filter operator execute faster because the size of

their input data becomes smaller.

Figure 5 shows an example of a mashup designed by an

end-user and its design after enforcing the canonical form.

Canonical form rules are followed to make sure that all

mashups abide to a more strict design structure. By applying

the canonical form, we increase the probability of detecting

common components across mashups and at the same

time improve the efficiency of executing mashups. Notice

that we cannot rely upon end-users to enforce canonical

form, as they may not have the required expertise. After

the end-user completes designing his mashup, the system

enforces the canonical form rules on the mashup.

IV. EXPERIMENTS AND RESULTS

The goals of our experiments are two fold; (1) evaluating

the impact of common component detection on mashup

execution; (2) evaluating the effect of operator reordering

on the performance of mashup execution. First, we describe

our prototype, then we describe our experimental setup.

After that, the characteristics of our data set are described

followed by the analysis of common component detection

and canonical form techniques.

A. Prototype Development

In our AMMORE prototype implementation, we used

a package called ROME[4] as the base of implementing

our own feed processing operators. ROME is a package

designed specifically to handle basic manipulation of Atom

and RSS feeds. In our prototype, mashups are described

in sets and enter the system as XML files. These XML

files contain all mashups, their operators, and the attributes.

Data sources information such as URL and popularity are

embedded within fetch operators. We have not designed a

visual interface for our platform, so end-users send their

mashup files to our mashup server who is responsible of

parsing the file, executing its mashups, and sending results

to end-users.

B. Experimental Setup

Our mashup environment implementation contains one

server which hosts a mashup platform, this mashup platform

hosts mashups that fetch data from several data sources

distributed across the Web. In our experiments, the most

popular 1500 data sources in Syndic8 [5] were used for

building mashups. Syndic8 is a repository for RSS and

Atom feeds. The mean value for latency to extract data

from data sources is 0.6 seconds and the average number

of items in these sources is 21 items. The average number

of fetch operators per mashup is 2 and the average number

of operators per mashup varies from 5 to 20 operators. The

number of subscriptions to a data source is representative

of its popularity which is also extracted from Syndic8. Data

processing operators are distributed randomly on mashups.

We perform our experiments with several mashup sets that

consist of 2000-10000 mashups. In the following exper-

iments, regular execution corresponds to executing every

single component of the input mashup set. Also, the term

delay refers to the delay of executing the mashup set in

milliseconds.

C. Feeds Characteristics and Trends

In this subsection, we state trends in the distribution of

feeds over the Web. Finding these trends provides realistic

information that can be used by researchers interested in
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Web 2.0. Feeds in this experiment are the most 1500 popular

feeds on Syndic8. Figure 6 represents feed popularity as

measured by the number of subscriptions it has on Syndic8.

Popularity is compared to a Zipf distribution with α (expo-

nent value) = 0.9. Results show that feeds popularity on the

Web closely resembles the Zipf distribution. The relationship

between feed popularity and feed size is represented in

Figure 7 which shows that most feeds have small data sizes

and low popularity.

D. Common Component Detection Results

Executing mashups without common component detection

requires the mashup platform to execute every operator

in every mashup which is time consuming. In Figure 8,

5 operators are used in each mashup and in Figure 9,

2000 mashups are used. For both experiments, feeds are

distributed on mashups based on a Zipf distribution with

α = 0.9. Both figures show that executing mashups with

common component detection results in less delay because a

subset of operators are detected as common across mashups.

Accordingly, these common components are executed only

once for each occurrence in all mashups. As a result, delay

is minimized. Figure 8 also shows that delay increases as

the number of mashups increases. This is because more

operators exist in the system which causes total mashup

execution time to increase. The same behavior appears in

Figure 9 because the number of operators is increasing

which accordingly increases the time for executing mashups.

In Figure 10, we repeat the experiment in Figure 8, but we

distribute feeds on mashups according to uniform distribu-

tion. The Figure shows that our technique is less effective

in this case because selecting feeds randomly minimizes

the probability of finding identical feeds across mashups

which consequently hurts the common component detection

process. However, as indicated by Figure 6, feed popularity

on the Web resembles a Zipf distribution which increases

the probability of our technique to find common feeds across

mashups because few feeds have very high popularity and

they are repeated extensively across mashups. The rest of

experiments use a Zipf distribution for distributing feeds on

mashups. Merge percentage of common component detec-

tion (CCD) is plotted in Figure 11. We can notice that merge

percentage increases as more mashups enter the system. The

increase in number of mashups creates a richer pool of

components which can be a potential for detecting common
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components across mashups. On the other hand, the merge

percentage decreases as number of operators per mashup

increases, this happens because mashup depth increases.

Recall that one of the conditions for two sequences of

components to be considered common is that the operators

in these sequences must appear in the same order. When

mashups depth increases, depth of sequences of operators

increases which accordingly decreases possibility of finding

identical sequences of operators. In other words, detecting

common sequences of operators consisting of only two

operators is more likely to happen than detecting sequences

of operators consisting of 8 operators. In Figure 12 we notice

that merging cost increases as the number of mashups in-

creases which is a direct consequence of increasing number

of operators in the system, but it is considered very small

compared to delay savings. One point to mention here is

that we expect the throughput of the system to increase

with increasing concurrent end-user requests when CCD is

used; this is because using common component detection

decreases the total time needed for executing mashups.

E. Operator Reordering Results

The goal of having the canonical form is to transform

mashups, so they are structured in a specific form. Doing

this is expected to increase the effectiveness of common

component detection. In Figure 13, 5 operators are used per

mashup and the figure shows that delay of mashup execution

decreases when CCD with canonical form is used as opposed

to the case when only CCD is used. This happens because as

Figure 14 shows, merge percentage increases when canoni-

cal form is used along with CCD because having operators

appear in a specific order in mashup trees implies that we

have higher probability of having more operator sequences

detected as common across mashups. One point to mention

is that when the number of mashups increases, the merge

percentage also increases because a richer pool of mashups

exists as more mashups enter the system. When number

of operators per mashup increases, the merge percentage

decreases because mashup depth increases; when mashup

depth increases, longer sequences of operators exist. The

probability of detecting common operators in long operator

sequences is lower than doing the same in shorter operator

sequences. The experiment in Table I is performed on

2000 mashups. One thing the table shows is the delay of

executing our mashup set when our system applies common

component detection (CCD) only. It also shows the same

when our system applies common component detection

(CCD) in addition to operators reordering (Canonical Form).

We can notice that the delay in the later case is smaller

than the delay in the earlier case. This behavior is an

indication of the effect of operators reordering in standard-

izing mashups structure which increases the probability of

detecting common components across mashups, and that

in turn minimizes delay of executing mashups. Column 4

in the same table shows the delay of applying canonical

form on our mashup set; this delay is very low compared

to delay savings of executing mashups. The explanation of

this is that canonical form is applied separately on each

mashup which is a fairly low overhead task. Notice that

as number of operators per mashup increases, the delay of

executing mashups and applying canonical form increase as

well. Having more operators in the system causes common

component detection and canonical form to take more time

to conclude.

V. RELATED WORK

One way of enhancing the performance of mashup plat-

forms is by using caching [6]. Authors introduce a mech-

anism to cache the results of executing mashup subtrees.

Using caching is effective when feeds are mostly static;

meaning that the data of feeds does not change frequently.

However, when mashups use continuous feeds that change

frequently, caching becomes less effective because of the

burden of maintaining consistency of cached data. On the

other hand, our system (AMMORE) eliminates redundant ex-

ecution by detecting common components across mashups.
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Table I
DELAY (IN MILLISECONDS) OF APPLYING CANONICAL FORM

COMPARED TO ITS SAVINGS

Number of With CCD With CCD Canonical

Operators Only plus Canonical Delay

5 2,596,498 2,550,254 16
10 3,135,249 3,043,486 22
15 3,701,486 3,544,296 29
20 4,267,846 4,053,295 42

The value of this scheme increases when continuous feeds

are used in mashups. This targets the shortcoming of us-

ing caching in the case of continuous feeds. Detecting

common components in general has been investigated in

many systems such as [7] where improvement on flooding

technique is proposed to reduce the number of duplicate

messages in peer to peer networks. It is also used in

mobile broadcast systems [8] to eliminate redundant mes-

sages. Common component detection has been used in tree

structures. Tree isomorphism for ordered and unordered

rooted trees is discussed in [9][10]. Detecting common

content in XML document trees is studied in [11]. These

techniques are not directly applicable to mashups because

they only try to find if a tree A exists as a subtree in

tree B which is a valid test for trees in general. But,

in mashups, trees are not just a structure of connected

components. Connected components in mashups represent

input going from one operator to another. Depending on

this input, the result of mashup execution differs. This is

why two subtrees can be considered identical only when

they share the same data sources. Mashup trees are special

case of trees which has its own design rules and execution

requirements. These rules and requirements are not handled

in regular subtree matching algorithms. Moreover, to the

best of our knowledge, subtree matching algorithms handle

matching subtrees of a pair (or a small set) of trees. However,

they do not take into consideration cases where systems

contain a large number of trees and subtrees. Such a large

number of trees and subtrees affects the efficiency and

scalability of those systems. Mashup platforms (including

our platform) can host potentially large number of mashups.

This is due to the high degree of personalization offered

by Web 2.0 which empowers end-users to create their own

personalized mashups. Therefore, we need an algorithm that

efficiently access mashups. Consequently, we proposed B+

tree structure which is used to access mashup components

efficiently. This index is also utilized for scalable subtree

matching over mashups.

VI. CONCLUSION

Mashups, while providing improved Web personalization,

pose new scalability and performance challenges. In this

work, we proposed common component detection which

is used to reduce delay resulting from executing repeated

components. We also presented the use of a canonical

form which increases the probability of detecting common

components. In addition, we performed detailed experiments

showing the savings and costs of our techniques. Further,

we showed important characteristics of feeds over the Web.

Results show that our techniques can significantly improve

the performance of mashup execution.
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